
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of IT generalist. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list
of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the
qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for IT generalist

Support information technology strategies, policies, and procedures by
following organization goals
Ensure uptime of critical enterprise systems through daily monitoring of
databases for availability and performance metrics
Safeguard proper functioning of the information processing system, perform
necessary upgrades and maintenance, and ensure that computing equipment,
hardware, and software are updated and of adequate capacity to meet
business needs
Perform routine database maintenance, evaluate and schedule system
upgrades and enhancements, and install software, updates and upgrades as
necessary
Manage and monitor failover / standby environments for the production
system
Collaborate with peer IT technicians and DBA's and to determine impact of
database changes on other systems and staff cost for making changes to
database, accomplish all other team objectives
Ensure adherence to all regulatory compliance processes and requirements,
including but not limited to Sarbanes-Oxley, DFARS, and ITAR and like
regulations
Assess production readiness and control compliance of Releases, Changes
and Deployments by reviewing and enforcing Service Management
operational requirements
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Managing the knowledge base to including author, assess, or publish article
drafts

Qualifications for IT generalist

Ability to continue to improve skill sets, support expertise and maintain
current technical knowledge
Able to provide continuous monitoring of EUC environment, SLAs and
customer satisfaction
2+ years of Strong support skills in middleware technologies (WebLogic, Web
Methods, Apache, Tomcat, MQ, IIS, ) in UNIX and/or Windows environment
Associate's degree in Information Systems or related field
Industry-recognized entry level Certification in IT field
1 year experience as an IT Generalist


